
 

 
June, 2023 

INFINITE CIRCLE OF LIGHT 
 
 

I AM an Infinite Sphere of Light. 
I AM …Ascended and Free! 

I AM inclusive of all life, 
living Free in the Light. 

I AM THAT I AM! 
 
 

From within this Infinite Circle of Light: 
 
 

The Gathering of Ascended Humanity, 
 
 

In union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals, 
 
 

Through the cohesive Power of Divine Love 
uniting all Life in its Ascended State, 

 
 

Now emerges into Humanity as the Theme and 
Thoughtform of this Sacred Month and Cycle of the Zodiac: 

 
 

I AM AN ETERNAL FLAME!  
I AM THE FLAME OF IMMORTALITY!  

 
I AM EXPRESSING IN MANY DIVERSE WAYS,  

BOTH 'PARTICLE-FUNCTION' AND 'WAVE-FUNCTION',  
ACROSS THE ENDLESS DIMENSIONS, REALMS  

AND SPHERES WITHIN UNIVERSAL I AM. 
 

I AM THIS REALITY EXPRESSING NOW ON EARTH, 
AS THE SEVENTH RAY SOLAR CHRIST SELF! 

 
I AM THE COSMIC ENERGY, CELESTIAL VIBRATION AND 

DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE ETERNAL FLAME. 
  

I AM ITS RADIANT LIGHT OF QUANTUM STATE ENERGY, 
MATTER AND INTELLIGENCE ENTERING DAILY LIFE!    

 



 
SACRED TEMPLATE 

 
BREATHING STATEMENT 

(empty of self and breathing as only Eternal Flame) 
 

I AM Inbreathing and Absorbing the Great Solar Quiet  
of the Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light.  

 
I AM Expanding and Projecting the Great Solar Quiet  

 of the Eternal Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light.  
 

AFFIRMATIONS 
 

I AM an ETERNAL FLAME. 
I AM its Cosmic Energy,  

I AM its Celestial Vibration,  
and I AM its Divine Consciousness.   

 
I AM the Flame’s INFINITE RADIANT LIGHT,  

I AM its Quantum Energy,  
I AM its Quantum Intelligence …and  

I AM expressing its Quantum State Matter.  
 

I AM an Eternal Flame, and I AM its Infinite Radiant Light! 
I AM a Ray of Invocation of all that is right and perfect. 
I AM its Invocation as a Light Commanding Presence! 

 
I AM a Divine Director of Sacred Fire and  

I AM now Transforming the cause, core, effect, record,  
and memory of all life that desires its Spiritual Freedom!  

 
In the Radiant Sea of Light of my Solar Christ Self, I AM 

a billion points of Light, each one a Star of Spiritual  
Freedom, containing the Cosmic Forcefields  

of the Next Life Wave Coming.   
 

I AM the Seventh Ray of Invocation …of Revelation! 
I AM invoking the Revelation necessary on all levels  

of knowledge and understanding within daily life.  
 

I invoke the Transformational Events in Consciousness, that  
now enlighten Humanity to the Next Life Wave Coming, 

on the physical, etheric, mental and emotional levels  
of all Lifeforce on our sweet Earth!   

 
I AM AN ETERNAL FLAME … 



 
I AM the Energy of the Realms of Light. 

I AM the Vibration of all Perfection Patterns.  
I AM the Consciousness of the Divine Potential. 

 
I AM ITS INFINITE RADIANT LIGHT! 

  
I AM the Energy of Quantum Co-Creation.  

I AM the Intelligence of Father / Mother God. 
I AM the Matter of Quantum Flowing Wholeness. 

 
I AM all of this streaming forth into the world! 

 
This is what I AM! 

And I AM that I AM! 
  

And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM!   
 

ASCENSION CONCEPTS 
 

Beloved Ones, let us attend to ‘the process’ of daily life …as there 
is a tendency to focus more on its ‘content’. When we let go of self 
in any fashion …any criticism, condemnation and judgment of 
persons, places, conditions and things …then we let go of ‘content’ 
and focus only on the ‘process’ of living. The Higher Frequency 
process is: I AM an Eternal Flame, a direct anchorage of the Divine 
Energy, Vibration and Consciousness from Higher Realms. And 
from this Eternal Flame radiates its Infinite Light, composed of the 
same Energy, Matter and Intelligence in its Quantum State that first 
created the universe and everything within it …and continues to co-
create the Universe, including this ‘world of form’. This is our 
Ascension Process! 
 
Rather than attending to the ‘content’ of personal views on things, 
focusing on the Ascension Process is establishing the New Age of 
Spiritual Freedom …as well as the Ascension of all Lifeforce. And 
our Infinite Radiant Light carries the Keynote that “the Light of God 
is always Victorious”! So let us focus on the Source of that Light, 
allowing that to be our only focus …our only process! 
 
Beloved Ones, on the cover of the monthly Journal, as well as at the 
top of our Web Page, you see a picture of the ‘Center of a Galaxy’, 
(an image seen through the eyes of a space telescope). Let us see this 
vision as the Eye of Divine Liberty …a Forcefield actively opening 
Humanity to her Solar Consciousness as she moves through her 
Ascension Process …in fulfilling the Holy Christ Self, her Seven-



fold Spiritual Potential on Earth.  This process is underway, 
regardless of the ‘content of illusion’ yet evident. The Breath of Holy 
Spirit increasingly moves through Humanity and the Elemental 
Kingdom …in the mysterious ways of nature and the coming of 
Transformational Events in Consciousness. It is the winds of change. 
 
For June is the month of Communion with Holy Spirit, moving 
across the face of daily life. The Next Life Wave Coming is all 
around us.  Look and see how much the Feminine Ray is influencing 
life …how the generations of the Sixth and Seventh Root Races now 
flourish, how the Divine Dispensation of Spiritual Freedom is now 
revealing herself on all levels of personal and collective freedom 
…and subtly the Great Cosmic Inbreath changes our understanding 
of our place in the Universe and the scientific / spiritual discoveries 
that verify this. 
 
Outside of time (in timelessness) events may both ‘stand still’ and 
yet ‘change instantly’.  Within time, change seems to ‘take a long 
time’, even generations …yet that same change in timelessness takes 
place in the blink of a Cosmic Eye. Therefore, let us take this 
‘timeless view’ of our Light Service. For then we find the peace of 
mind that eludes us when immersed ‘in time’. For when we affirm 
that the Sacred Fire produces instant results, it is true! But the 
understanding and vision of this Truth is seen only in timelessness.  
This is the key to accepting it. 
 
While in Communion with Holy Spirit, the timeless Victory of the 
Divine Potential has already occurred! We discover this in 
meditation, in the Great, Great Silence of our Eternal Flame’s 
Infinite Radiant Light. While enjoying this State of Holy 
Communion, we may also consciously apply the Sacred Fire. We do 
so with no sense of time or space restraints, but rather only in the 
sense of calling all Powers of the Flame to join us in this Bliss. This 
is a State of Serenity …of Being Serene. Here we remember the 
scripture: “Love is patient, Love is kind”. And knowing this Reality 
within Holy Communion is what keeps us patient in our Service.  
 
The “Holy Comforter” is within timelessness …where we find our 
Eternal Comfort. Even while we allow for change through 
Transformational Events in Consciousness, we remain ‘content’ 
within that moment. With this level of Cosmic Comfort, we may 
now achieve things we might not imagine doing ‘within time’, where 
we often feel the desire for immediate results. In the Peace of the 
Great Stillness of Holy Spirit, we can accomplish anything aligned 
with its Divine Potential. And, on behalf of Humanity’s Ascension, 



this Stillness of Spirit allows for the Law of Reciprocity (“as I raised 
up, so is all life raised up with me”) to find its Victory! 

 
Let us immerse our entire Being in Holy Communion, affirming: ‘I 
AM moving the Breath of Holy Spirit through my Elemental 
Vehicles. I AM the soft, glowing Essence of Holy Spirit moving 
through my physical body, through my etheric matrix, through my 
mind and mental vehicle, and through my feelings and emotional 
vehicle’. Then, together, standing in this Light, we softly, humbly 
affirm our Union with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and 
Elementals! For this then is our Victory Statement made manifest!  
 
Holy Communion is fundamental to our Ascended and Free Light 
Service. We are (I AM) the ‘tip of the spear’ of the Ascension 
Process moving through Humanity. We are (I AM) the winds of 
Holy Breath moving through all aspects of society, within its nations, 
races, cultures and creeds. We are (I AM) the ‘apex of the pyramid’ 
which Humanity is Ascending, through being lifted up along the 
Breath of Holy Spirit. Just as the Eagle, Raven or Condor soars 
effortlessly but majestically on the current of the winds, so too do 
we soar in the currents of Solar Consciousness, along the winds of 
Holy Breath! 

I AM moving the Breath of Holy Spirit  
through my Elemental Vehicles. 

  
I AM the soft, glowing Essence of Holy Spirit  
moving through my physical body, through my  

etheric matrix, through my mind and mental  
vehicle, and through my feelings  

and emotional vehicle. 
 

Holy Breath carries the currents of the Next Life Wave Coming. 
There is a saying: fate whispers to the warrior, “you will not survive 
the storm” …and the warrior whispers back “I AM the storm”! Our 
collective strength and effectiveness assures our Victory! It comes 
from knowing that the Infinite Radiant Light of our Eternal Flame 
carries the Breath of Holy Spirit. Within that glowing Sea of Silence, 
each photon is a Star of Spiritual Freedom. This creates limitless 
points of Light, each carrying all the Forces of the Next Life Wave 
Coming. This Quantum Forcefield changes the Energy, Matter and 
Intelligence within ‘the focus of our Light Service’, moving that 
person, place, condition or thing towards its Divine Potential. As 
Disciples of Holy Spirit, we become a Ray of Invocation 
…directing this Holy Communion towards that which desires to be 
set free in the Light! 
 



On the physical plane, creation of new life comes from physical 
union.  In the Realms of Light, creation of new life comes from 
Mystic Union …the Unity of Eternal Flames. Whether it be an 
individual Spirit Spark …or a new Cosmic Cycle …or a new Galaxy, 
it is the same Mystic Union.  When astronomers witness two 
Galaxies joining in Union, it creates a portal (black hole) through 
which is born entirely new Planes of Existence …new Worlds, 
Planets, Races of Life. Our Light Service in creating a New Age here 
on Earth is similar, through the Mystic Union of our Eternal Flame 
with that of each other, as well as with Breath of Cosmic Holy Spirit. 
Together, standing in the Light, we co-create a New Cycle, a New 
Earth in her New Orbit, upon which abides New Humanity …as well 
as a New Orbit for all the planets in our Solar System (the Great 
Cosmic Inbreath) …all at the Frequency of their Divine Potential. 
 
Beloved Ones, be at Peace in this Cosmic Perspective of our Light 
Service. Remember that ‘Love is patient’ and stay in that moment of 
Holy Communion. The Star of Spiritual Freedom now incorporates 
this Seventh Ray Holy Communion …and is anchored / initiated in 
every Eternal Flame! The Violet Fire is the Transmission of Solar 
Consciousness. This Forcefield is now ever-expanding until the 
Victory of the Divine Potential is achieved!  
 
And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM! 
 

***** 
 

ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF BELOVED 
ELOHIM VISTA AND LADY CRYSTAL:  
 
Beloved Ones, let us explore the Fifth Ray and its aspect within Holy 
Communion. The name Vista represents a Cosmic Panorama, seeing 
Life in its full Multi-dimensional Reality. The name Crystal 
represents seeing with crystal clarity the Truth of Reality.  Together 
we represent seeing Life through the Third Eye …through the lens 
of Energy, Vibration and Consciousness, as the True Foundations of 
Creation. Then within manifestation, this Foundation expresses itself 
as Energy, Matter and Intelligence, which is the essence of co-
creation in any Realm or Plane of existence.  
 
The Elohim speak the language of Universal I AM, which we use in 
the Co-creation of the Universe. The blueprints given us by Father / 
Mother God come to us in this language, and we then apply our 
Cosmic Powers within the Seven Steps of Precipitation (biblically 
known as ‘God created the world in six days and rested on the 
seventh). Precipitation is the outbreath of creation, with 



Etherealization (back to formlessness) being its Inbreath. This 
Activity of Co-creation involves the Elohim along all Seven Rays, 
with the final step being the Ray of Peace …as in Sealing the 
Creation in everlasting Peace Divine (“and on the seventh day, God 
rested”).  
 
We co-create using the sounds, tones and melodies of Energy, 
Vibration and Consciousness, in its State of Great Stillness. These 
are our tools, our Divine Instruments. Music is tonal mathematics 
and the expression of the Multi-dimensional Perfection Patterns of 
Universal I AM! In the beginning was only Energy, Vibration and 
Consciousness emanating from within Universal I AM. The 
‘vibratory activity’ of this Holy Trinity became the Sacred Tone or 
Keynote of the Divine Potential, proceeding into manifestation. And 
whether building a person, place, condition or thing …like a planet 
or a home, the process remains the same.  We start with the blueprint 
of Energy, Vibration and Consciousness, which produces a 
frequency …the Sacred Tone or Keynote of that creation. Taken 
together, this is called the Music of the Spheres. And everything in 
creation, from Great Central Suns, to Ascended Masters and Cosmic 
Beings, through to every cell, atom and electron of Earth, has its own 
vibratory Keynote that represents its unique Divine Potential. 
 
Training with the Elohim begins in the Great Solar Quiet, of Holy 
Communion with Universal I AM. We desire to assist the Gathering 
of Ascending Humanity in building the capacity in using the Third 
Eye to visualize Patterns of Divine Potential. As well, we desire to 
train your Inner Ear to hear the Sacred Tone of Beauty all around. 
Even regarding your personal vehicle of embodiment, Holy 
Communion restores the Vision of your Body Elemental as designed 
to the same specifications as is the Solar System of Helios and Vesta, 
as well as the Galaxy of Alpha and Omega. The 365 points along the 
Twelve Solar Meridians represent the days of the year and the 
Twelve Aspects of Deity. The Seven Chakra Suns represent the 
Seven Planets orbiting our Sun …as well as the Seven Suns orbiting 
the Central Sun of our Galaxy.  Each Sun Chakra orbits the Central 
Sun of your Being …the Flame of Immortality at the Heart Center! 
 
VISUALIZATION:  
 
Therefore, let us begin an exercise in seeing and hearing our Seven 
Chakra Suns at the level of the Seven Steps of Elohimic 
Precipitation. We begin with becoming our True Identity and its 
Divine Instrument …an Eternal Flame and its Infinite Radiant Light.  
Abiding in that Great Silence, our Creative Faculties reach their 
Ascended and Free State. Listen and See through the Eternal Flame 



and within its Infinite Radiant Light. We begin at the base of the 
Solar Spine and Ascend the Kundalini River of Seven Chakra Suns: 

 
The Sacred Tone of the Ascension Chakra, seeing its many petals 

of Quantum Light in geometric designs at the base of the  
spine and hearing its Higher Frequency Cosmic  

Keynote sustain the opportunity for the  
Ascension from within form.  

 
The Sacred Tone of the Violet Fire Sun Chakra …seeing  
its many petals of Quantum Light in geometric designs  

at mid abdomen, and hearing its Higher Frequency  
Keynote reverberating in the body as Mercy,  

Compassion and Forgiveness. 
 

The Sacred Tone of the Sun Chakra of Peace Divine, seeing  
its many petals of Quantum Light in geometric designs  

at the solar plexus, hearing its Higher Frequency  
Keynote sustaining Serenity in the body. 

 
The Sacred Tone of the Holy Spirit Sun Chakra …seeing 
its many petals of Quantum Light in geometric designs 
at the Heart Center and hearing its Higher Frequency 

Keynote sustain Adoration for all manifestation. 
 

The Sacred Tone of the Power Sun Chakra …seeing its  
many petals of Quantum Light in geometric designs  

at the throat, and hearing its Higher Frequency  
Keynote as the Voice of the Great I AM!  

 
The Sacred Tone of the Third Eye Sun Chakra …seeing  
its many petals of Quantum Light in geometric designs  
upon the forehead, and hearing its Higher Frequency  

Keynote sustaining Crystal Vision and a  
Cosmic Vista in our Light Service. 

 
The Sacred Tone of the Wisdom Sun Chakra …seeing its  

many petals of Quantum Light in geometric designs as  
the Thousand-petalled Crown and hearing its Higher  

Frequency Keynote sustain God Illumination  
while yet serving in physical form. 

 
And SO IT IS! 

 
The Elohim desire that the Gathering of Ascending Humanity 
actively and consciously serve with them, as ‘Elohim in training’. 



All the Elohim, Builders of Form and Silent Watchers who guide, 
guard and direct Creation and Manifestation, all began with these 
experiences …in becoming Masters of Energy, Vibration and 
Consciousness and then Divine Directors of its Energy, Matter and 
Intelligence into Creation. And now, SO IT IS with the Gathering of 
Ascending Humanity in this New Age of Spiritual Freedom. 
 
The Elohim first began the Creation of Earth with an ‘‘Electro-
magnetic Forcefield of Tone (“in the beginning was the Word and 
the Word was of God”). Around that blueprint, we created a planet. 
We ask that you now seek ‘The Word’ and know that the Elohim 
desire to communicate with you in the language of the Universe. 
“Let there be Light” began it all and I leave you in your Ascended 
and Free State, in Service to the Light with the Elohim: 
 

In the Radiant Sea of Light of my Solar Christ Self, I AM  
a billion points of Light, each one a Star of Spiritual  

Freedom, containing the Cosmic Forcefields  
of the Next Life Wave Coming.  

I AM its Co-creation! 
 

And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM! 
***** 

 
ENERGY, VIBRATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF BELOVED 
VICTORY …on the Victory of the Ascension Process!  
 
Beloved Ones, welcome into the Flame of Victory!  
 
There is a certain Harmony in the Ascension Process. The required 
Balance in daily life is between the experience of returning Home 
into formless Divine Consciousness (with no attachments to persons, 
places, conditions and things) …as well as becoming a Light 
Commanding Presence from that position of Enlightenment, in order 
to assist all life towards its Divine Potential. So let us practice this 
Harmony and Balance daily, in both steadily ‘coming home into the 
Light’ …and in truly becoming a Light Commanding Presence. 
 
I AM one whom came with Beloved Sanat Kumara from our Home 
Star Venus, to serve Humanity and restore Earth to her Divine 
Potential. Our purpose was in restoring this planet to the point of 
radiating her necessary quotient of Light into the Solar System, 
through her I AM Race she is destined to produce …and for each 
one individually to become a Light Commanding Presence in their 
own world and affairs …Ascended Masters in training! 
 



Let us begin with an attunement we practice in our own ‘Temple of 
Light Victorious’, on Venus. It develops the focused expression of 
our True Identity and our Divine Instrument. The Victory of our 
Love Star and its I AM Race is based on our loyalty to this Practice 
…and not becoming distracted by any lesser potential.  Each one on 
Venus knows the importance of their Light as it becomes part of the 
whole …melding with the Indivisible Flowing Wholeness of Venus. 
 
Let us gather now in Consciousness, together standing in the Light. 
Let us hear the following affirmation as a Great Musical Keynote 
…singing of our Victory of Divine Love on Venus, that we now offer 
to our sister Race on Earth. Breathing rhythmically, with our bodies 
relaxed and receptive, we begin: 
 

I AM in the Great, Great Silence  
of my Flame’s Eternal Radiant Light.  

 
I AM AN ETERNAL FLAME … 

composed only of Energy, Vibration and Consciousness. 
 

I AM the Energy of the Realms of Light. 
I AM the Vibration of all Perfection Patterns.  

I AM the Consciousness of the Divine Potential. 
 

I AM THE FLAME’S INFINITE RADIANT LIGHT,  
composed only of Energy, Matter and Intelligence. 

 
I AM the Energy of Quantum Co-Creation.  

I AM the Intelligence of Father / Mother God. 
I AM the Quantum State Perfection of Matter. 

 
In the Great, Great Silence of this Radiant Light,  

I AM empty of persons, places, conditions and things. 
I AM only the Light and Peace of the Great Solar Quiet.  

There is no time nor space, only limitless Beingness,  
with no beginning and no end …just that I AM! 

 
Here I realize that I AM …within a greater I AM  

…within a greater I AM …into Eternity. 
 

This is the Eternal Peace of the Great Solar Quiet.  
And I may return home here, any moment I desire! 

 
Yet in that same Eternal Moment, this Great Stillness  

of all primordial Lifeforce is awaiting the Loving  
Command to express its Divine Potential. 



 
I AM this Light Commanding Presence  

streaming this forth into the world! 
I AM a Divine Director of Sacred Fire,  

directing the 'force-carrier particle' of photons, 
to bring any Lifeforce whatever it requires in reaching its  

Divine Potential and return home into the Great, Great Silence.  
 

This is what I AM! I AM both the Peace of the Great Solar Quiet 
and I AM a Light Commanding Presence …creating the  

world I desire …Spiritual Freedom for all life!  
And I AM …that I AM …that I AM! 

 
Beloved ones, our Beloved Lord Gautama also came from Venus 
and attained his Solar Consciousness in what has been referred to as 
Buddhic Enlightenment. His referred to countless Buddhas, in many 
Realms of Light …and these are the I AM Race of Venus and many 
Races beyond, into the Suns and Galaxies of Greater Universes. The 
Buddha described Solar Consciousness in his Sutras or Teachings. 
You know well the Hear Sutra, so let us review the Diamond Sutra 
(“the Diamond that cuts through illusion”)1. He emphasized 
emerging into the Great Solar Quiet like the opening Lotus, its roots 
in the mud (form) but its flower fully open to Heaven (formless) 
…receptive to the Inner Expansiveness within Light Eternal 
…balanced with Eternal Service to all life. 

	
From the perspective of Solar Consciousness, the Buddha taught 
“…all that has a form is illusive and unreal. When you see this, then 
you perceive your true Buddha nature. When someone is selflessly 
charitable, they are remembering that there is no distinction between 
oneself and the selfhood of others”. The Buddha continued; “ all 
dharma is equal”. Dharma is the persons, places, conditions and 
things of our existence. We have all had countless persons, places, 
conditions and things in our many embodiments, some better, some 
worse. So it matters not what they are at this point, just that we 
detach from them and abide in the Great, Great Silence of our Eternal 
Flame’s Infinite Radiant Light. 
 
Thus, the Middle Way of the Buddha is a midline path between 
perfecting oneself and perfecting service to others …between our 

	
1	The Diamond Sutra is summarized in a four-line verse at its end:  

All conditioned phenomena 
Are like dreams, illusions, bubbles, or shadows; 

Like drops of dew, or flashes of lightning; 
Thusly should they be contemplated. 

	



own Enlightenment and the Ascension Process of all life. Service to 
others is meeting them with no criticism, condemnation or judgment 
while understanding their needs and creating the opportunity to 
move upwards in consciousness towards their own Divine Potential. 
This may apply to the smaller lens of striving to perfect our personal 
Ascension Process in this embodiment …while meeting co-travelers 
on the path with only Mercy, Compassion and Forgiveness. Or, it 
may have a much larger lens, when deciding which Planet or Race 
to serve next, in the eternal embrace of the Great Cosmic Inbreath.  
The Buddha further outlined that our Journey of Divine Potential is 
an endless expansiveness, with no beginning and no end (…as in 
Mystical Christianity …the Alpha and Omega …no beginning and 
no end, world without end, Amen!) And as we reach this State of 
Enlightenment, this Land of Boundless Splendor and Infinite Light, 
the Buddha reminds us we see 10,000 Buddhas smiling back at us! 
 
Beloved Ones, all of these Teachings come from the Ascended and 
Free State of abiding in the Great, Great Silence of our Divine 
Instrument! This State of Enlightenment also reveals how to 
Command this Light, as a sentient being among other sentient 
beings, in service to the Light! For becoming a Light Commanding 
Presence was innate with our First Birth in the Temples of Father / 
Mother God …when the two Twin Flames merged in Mystic Union 
to create a spirit spark of a new Eternal Flame …which one Cosmic 
Day would add its ever-expanding Light into the continuous Co-
creation of Universal I AM. This began our ‘becoming’ …a Cosmic 
Presence within the Great Solar Quiet, from which we have each 
evolved our own Buddha Nature and our own Light Commanding 
Presence …in whichever Planet, Star or Solar System we passed 
through in achieving our Divine Potential. 

 
As a Light Commanding Presence within creation, we never 
interfere with another’s free will …be it Divine or ego free will.  On 
the Earth plane, we instead speak directly to the fundamental 
particles involved in creation …cells, atoms and electrons. We bless 
and raise them up …outside of ‘time, space and self’ restrictions.  
For the cell, atom and electron involved, it is like a Voice from 
Beyond …calling them Home into the Light …parting the veil of 
maya (of ego distortion / illusion) and letting them see their Divine 
Potential …and then assist them through Sacred Fire to rise up to 
that Higher Frequency of expression. For they too have free will …as 
every aspect of life has free will.  You see this in global terms, as 
when Mother Nature claims her free will to seek Harmony and 
Balance within Nature …regardless of the ego’s free will. And so 
too do the smallest of nature …the cells, atoms and electrons of form. 
 



A Global Light Commanding Presence is the Divine Potential of 
the Gathering of Ascending Humanity. As the Next Life Wave 
approaches, with all the Transformational Events in Consciousness 
which foretell its coming, then this is the answer to Humanity 
calling for Restoration of Harmony and Balance! It involves an 
outpouring from the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Great Light 
Brotherhood, but also from within Humanity as a Global Light 
Commanding Presence. We are all conduits for this answer to 
prayer / invocation …the purpose for our collective Light Service!  
 
Let us contemplate that a Light Commanding Presence is a Ray of 
Invocation …of whatever is necessary to reach the Divine Potential. 
The Seventh Ray Dispensation contains the Ceremonial Ray of 
Invocation …the rhythmic practice of becoming a Light 
Commanding Presence. Let us practice such Victorious 
Accomplishment as we sojourn together. Let us each claim to 
represent a Divine Ray of Blessing for Humanity. Name that Divine 
Quality …as we affirm the following:  

 
I AM a Ray of Divine ______!  

This Ray anchors in this Plane of Existence  
as a Flame …within and through my Eternal Flame!   

The countless photons composing this Quantum State Quality  
joins with our global Light Commanding Presence, until all  

involved each radiate this Quantum State of _______! 
 

I AM consecrated to this Ray of ______! 
It is my service to life in this Cosmic Moment. 

 
Then we affirm our desired Victory in Light Service: 

 
I AM a Ray of ______ …manifesting in this situation …in through 
and around this person, place, condition or thing …here and now! 

 
As a Light Commanding Presence, I AM the Light of Victory 

present here and now and I AM accelerating this (person,  
place, condition or thing) into its Divine Potential! 

 
I AM the Victory of its Divine Potential! 
I AM it’s Spiritual Freedom in the Light! 

 
I AM the Eternal Flame present here,  

in its full Multi-dimensional, Spiritual Agency!   
I AM its Infinite Radiant Light, everywhere present! 

I AM the Ascension of all life within my Light 
…together, standing in the Light! 



 
I AM a Light Commanding Presence! 

I AM the Atomic Accelerator in action, here and now. 
I AM the resolution of all karmic energies here present, 

before they can act, manifest or longer be sustained. 
 

 As the Gathering of a global Light Commanding Presence, 
I AM the Sacred Fire of all Divine Qualities necessary,  
for the Spiritual Liberty of all involved, here and now! 

 
VICTORY IS OURS! And SO IT IS! 

 
Beloved Ones, as we invoke these Rays of Quantum State Light, let 
us also see, feel and deeply accept that we are only that Light 
…formless in the Great, Great Silence and only the 'wave-function' 
of every electron of our being …only a sea of photons manifesting 
the Perfection Patterns of our True Identity …expressing our Divine 
Instrument ‘outside of form’ and ‘empty of self, time and space’. 
From this Ascended and Free State, we serve ‘in the world of form’, 
where the electron exists in its 'particle-function', as we typically 
imagine daily life. ‘Existing only as Light’ is at the core of becoming 
a Light Commanding Presence, achieving the Victory of our 
Enlightenment. 
 
The Victory of the Ascension is in utilizing the Eternal Flame and 
its Infinite Radiant Light …free from self, time and space, a Sun of 
the Sun! Then, I AM gathering with all other ‘Suns of the Sun’ as 
the global Gathering as a Light Commanding Presence …in union 
with the Royal Kingdoms of Angels and Elementals …using the 
Cohesive Power of Divine Love, which then unites all life in its 
Ascended State.  This is our Victory Statement! 
 

This is ours to Command as a Light Commanding Presence! 
 

And SO IT IS, BELOVED I AM! 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
	


